The recently proposed variational principle called the "entropy principle" is now applied with alternative constraints to cylindrical plasmas. These alternative constraints are that the pressure balance relation and Ohm's law with Spitzer conductivity and constant electric field should persist during the variations, replacing the constraint of fixed relations between the plasma pressure and density profiles used in the previous work. This leads to a one-parameter family of slightly paramag netic equilibria, the parameter being the internal plasma ß. The safety factor ratio is found to be about 2. The corresponding plasmas are close to isentropic and their profiles agree reasonably with Coppi's profile consistency formula for the temperature profiles. A modification of Coppi's formula greatly improves the agreement.
Introduction
In a recent paper [1] we proposed a variational principle called the "entropy principle", which aims at yielding relations between the density profile n(x) and pressure profile p{x). We showed by comparison with experimental findings that tokamak plasmas in many cases have a tendency to relax to states in which these relations hold, being given by p = nye*a-i/n) with the normalization p(x0) = n(x0) = 1, x0: plasma center.
Here y is the adiabatic coefficient and a > 0 is a con stant which remains undetermined. In deriving these relations we assumed fast relaxation processes such that the entropy S = j d3x(n(x)ln(^(n(jc))n(x)^) / plasma + ( y -l) s 0n(x)),
where s0 is the entropy constant, no longer changes when the plasma performs arbitrary internal motions which are slow enough not to alter the relation p(n) between the pressure profile />(x) and the density pro file n(x).
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In [1] it was found that in the case of plane geometry relation (1) can also be obtained in the following "alternative" way, which replaces the constraints of fixed p(n) by "alternative" constraints:
The starting point is the entropy expression in the more general form
which does not contain any relation p(n). Let Bt(x) be the "toroidal" field and Bp(x) the "poloidal" field, and let Bt P Bp. The alternative con straints are then given by assuming that Spitzer's law or some similar law j t ~ T(x)1/C 0 (4) and the pressure balance relation
also hold during the slow variations. Then (1) follows from extremalizing the entropy (3 b) by doing all the variations via ÖBp(x) with ÖBp = 0 at the plasma sur face. If, in addition, Bt(x) is varied, a is found to be zero. This alternative way of extremalizing the entropy is pursued somewhat further in this paper. We treat a cylindrical plasma with circular cross-section; we do not require Bt > Bp; we assume that Spitzer's law (11) for the current density parallel to B and the pressure 0932-0784 / 88 / 0400-407 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. balance relation (9) also hold during the slow varia tions of Bt(r) and Bp{r). All the variations are subject to the constraints of fixed external magnetic field, fixed toroidal plasma current and zero pressure at the fixed plasma radius a. The resulting equations for Bt(r) and Bp(r) are solved for y = 5/3 and different values of the plasma ß. It turns out that the numerically obtained profiles roughly agree with (1) and with the relation T(r) = e x p ( -| ö^7 5
proposed by Coppi [2] in the context of profile con sistency. The main feature of our results is that the profiles for small plasma ß correspond approximately to isentropic plasmas, i.e. T = n213. In Sect. 3 we pres ent modifications of relations (1) and (6), which almost exactly describe our results. 
where r, < f> , z are cylindrical coordinates and B0 = Bz (r = 0) is the "toroidal" field at r = 0. The normaliza tion is such that /?(r = 0) = n(r = 0) = 1.
Equation (9) is one of the four relations (9), (14), (24) and (25) between p(r), T(r), and B.(r). A second relation is obtained from Spitzer's law for the current density parallel to B:
where E is the component of the /--independent ex ternal toroidal electric field parallel to B:
Such a normalization can be used so that (11 -13) can now be written as (15) Equations (9) and (14) allow us to express öp and ö T, and hence our whole variational expression, in terms of ÖB: and ÖB^. With y = 5/3 and with A being the Lagrange parameter for the constraint of fixed total number of particles, the variational principle can be written as a a 6L \
and a = plasma radius. Equation (9) yields dp = B0ÖB0 -B 4>dB4>-B zÖBz
The constraints of fixed external magnetic field, fixed toroidal plasma current and zero pressure at the fixed plasma radius a mean 6Bz(a) = SB^ia) = öp(a) = 0, which with (18) 
We can now evaluate (16) with
where ÖB^, 8B°z are arbitrary constants; f can be r' or r". It follows that Ö J Lr" dr" = 2 j dr" r" dL dp B*(r) -r(B< t> ÖB°4 > + BzSB°z) SB* 8 L dp 2 r dL 1 d Bz ~ 3 y r e r
his expression must be zero for any choice of ÖB£ and Ö B and therefore the following equations for B^r) and Bz(r) must hold: 8 L 2 ' 8L dp v rz v o dp +
• i '
2. Numerical results and comparison with relations (1) and (6) Equations (24) and (25) have to be solved with the boundary conditions at r = 0 (see (9), (10), (15) There are therefore two constants, B0 and A, in the problem. However, I is determined by B0 with the relation
which follows from (25) at r = 0 and the boundary is related to the internal plasma ß defined by ßi = P(r = 0) B2(r = 0)/2 B2 o (29) which is therefore the only free parameter. Equations (9), (14), (24) and (25) Figures 2 show the corresponding density n (solid) and temperature profiles T (dashed) and, in addition, the temperature profiles (crosses)
which follow from the numerically obtained density n and (1), with 0.2 ft ft <0.5, (32 b) 1+2.5 ft2 ' chosen such as to get optimum agreement between T conditions (10), (15), (26), (27) . On the other hand, B0 and TE. The agreement between T and TE is excellent l . 3 for small ft owing to the smallness of a. With increas ing ft disagreement caused by cn/n in the exponent of (32 a) arises in the plasma edge region and becomes serious there for, say, ft > 0.2. In the interior plasma region the agreement remains fair. According to (32 b), all a values occurring in this model are small in rela tion to 1 and describe almost isentropic plasmas, which are often realized in large tokamaks with ohmic heating. Furthermore, the density profile can be approxi-Relation (34) is excellently satisfied for ft < 0.22 and, mated by nP(r), which we write in the inverse form furthermore, for ft = 0.5 and n > 0.3; serious disagree-I --------ment arises for ft > 0.5 in the plasma edge region. r = -ne P-----(34 a) Relation (34) can be interpreted as a combination pro-V Q file which is obtained by combining (33 a) with Coppi's with relation (6), by having e instead of 1 /5 in the exponent, 0.0564 + 0.056 ft and by neglecting a. From (33) and (34) we find a Q = -----/ = (34b) modified Coppi relation y jl + 0.8 ßf e = 0.39 -0.065 ft -0.8 ^/ft n .
(34 c)
D. Pfirsch and F. Pohl • The Entropy Principle for Tokamak Profiles l which holds instead of (6) in our plasma model. The difference between the temperatures T and TQ is rele vant only for /?, = 0.5 and, say, T < 0.2 and causes disagreement between the numerical density profile and (34).
Figures 4 show once more the temperature profiles T(r) (dashed) and density profiles n(r) (solid) together with the approximations TP (crosses) for the tempera ture and Hp (rhombuses) for the density.
Conclusions
In this paper we have evaluated the entropy princi ple for a cylindrical plasma in a way different to that in [1] , The difference between this paper and [1] is in the constraints:
we assumed p(n) to be unaltered during the variations; -in this paper <5p(r) and ST(r) are obtained by as suming that the equilibrium pressure balance rela tion (9) and Ohm's law (11) with Spitzer conductiv ity also hold during the variations.
These variations are expressed in terms of SB^r) and <5ß,(r); see (20) and (21). There was then only one free parameter left to characterize the different solu tions of the problem: the internal plasma ß (named ; see (29)).
The difference between the results of this paper and those of [1] might be characterized by the exponent in the T{n) relation: -in [1] this exponent is a(l -1 /n); see (32), -in this paper we have d(n -1); see (33).
For all ßi the plasmas turned out to be paramag netic. The safety factor ratio qa/q0 is about 2 and is related to ßt according to (31b). A comparison with the entropy principle used in [1] , which leads to (1), shows fair agreement for /?, up to 0.2 and excellent agreement for, say, ßt < 0.1, except for the plasma edge region, where the difference between (32) and (33) be comes serious. The values of a in (1) are about 0.2 ßt (see (32 b)) and are always small in relation to one. The model plasmas obtained by our alternative entropy principle are therefore close to isentropic, a situation which seems to be realized the better the larger the machines are. There is also more or less reasonable agreement with Coppi's relation (6).
Equations (33) and (34) represent good approxima tions for the n(r) and T{r) profiles resulting from our alternative entropy principle -except for sufficiently large /?, in the plasma edge region, as discussed in connection with Figures (4) . A comparison of the ex perimental profiles presented in [1] shows that (1) and (6) can be used to fit the experimental data just as well as (33) and (34) -except in cases like pellet injection, where neither (1), (6) nor (33), (34) can be used. The reason is that the difference between (1), (6) and (33), (34) is mainly in the edge region, where no sufficiently exact data are available.
Whereas the alternative form of our entropy princi ple allows only plasma profiles close to isentropic, the original form with fixed p(n) leading to (1) also allows large deviations from isentropic. This means that the "old" constraints with p(n) allow lower entropies of the plasmas than the new ones do. The entropy result ing from (3) and (1) -a faster one describing relaxation towards states where a is not necessarily small, which might have to do with the constraint of fixed p(n); -a slower one describing relaxation towards states with cc 1, which might have to do with the equilib rium constraints used in this paper.
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